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Tuesday, November 29. 2005

Sex Grafede Club
This Thanksgiving something HILARIOUS happened. We found my little brother's diary from when he was 7 years old.
Many of the things he wrote in that diary were shockingly intelligent for a little guy, and all of the things that he wrote
made me, my sister, my mom and my two cousins laugh so hard that we cried. One of our favorites was the "crush
meter" that he drew on a page to compare Lauren and Whitney. Whitney got 50 out of 50, but Lauren only got 35 out of
50. When he was in first grade, he was in a "gang" called Cheetah. Their rival gang? You guessed it, the Sex Grafede
Club (are you getting the 7 year old spelling of the word graffiti?). So of course, when we went out to the bars in
Amherst and there were nametags from the ARHS Class of '95 10 year reunion, we made our own name tags that said
"Sex Grafede Club Reunion 2005." My brother got one that just said Cheetah. Interestingly enough, Whitney was at the
bar, and we really wanted my brother to tell her what all the hilarity was about, but he chickened out. In this picture, the
tall dude with the beard is my brother, and the girl to the left of me is my sister. Yes, she has black curly hair and
doesn't look much like me, but every now and then some stranger will tell us that they can tell we are sisters. I guess
our mannerisms are similar, and so are our smiles. My cousins and I went to WEBS, where Noro Kureyon was on sale
for $6 a skein, so I got enough to make myself a Rosedale United sweater. The colorway (164) is new, I think, and is
mostly greens and blues with some brown, yellow, grey and black thrown in for fun. Also purchased were some holiday
knitting yarns, for which I can not show pics just yet. I'm also cooking up something for my BF's mom's birthday in a
funkily dyed alpaca, but it needs to be done and blocked before I can show pictures!

Posted by Mia in Ramblings at 20:33
Oh man, I miss hearing Griff stories! They are the best! I'm glad you got to see the whole gang at Thanksgiving. Everyone's looking
good (and I definitely think you and Julia look like sisters). I miss your whole family! I have to come up and visit soon.
Anonymous on Nov 30 2005, 09:04
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